
 

 
OBSERVATIONS ON TOYS AND TRENDS 

 
In addition to providing updates on toy trends in the marketplace, Toy Industry Association (TIA) staff is monitoring 
trends in other industries that can influence future toys and games. Brief reports and observations are provided 
periodically to members; questions can be directed to TIA’s toy trends team.   

 
 

Trend Takeaways from the 2014 Spring FAME (Junior/Young Contemporary) Show 
 
This week, TIA’s trend scouting took us in search of the latest styles in clothing and accessories for the 
junior/young contemporary market as the spring edition of FAME settled into New York City. Fresh from the 
runways of this fun and exciting tradeshow, here’s a peek into some of what’s happening now – and what’s coming 
up – in an industry that’s always sure to influence the toy aisle:  
 

<<< Knits 
From light flyaways to heavy cable knits, sweaters took center stage for this mainstay category. 
Susan Woo, owner of Urban Day, weighed in on the trend’s versatility, explaining, “Knits that 
can be worn with the seasons’ other trends always do well. For this year, oversized and cable 
knit sweaters that work with all of the lace crop tops are very popular.” 
 
 
Crop Tops >>> 
The 90’s staple crop top is back with a vengeance. “The crop top trend 
truly re-emerged in 2013 and we are seeing even more of them for ’14 

and ’15,” said exhibitor Tommy Choi of LA-based Dance and Marvel. New for this year are 
vintage-inspired neutral tones, knit fabrics, and prints. Choi pointed out that the fabric 
needs to be soft and flowy for the trend to work best for the teens and high schoolers 
rocking the crop top look. “Comfort still plays a big role, so the shirt needs to be the right 
weight and fabric,” Choi noted.  
 
 

<<< Outstanding Overalls 
Another retro trend making a big comeback is the overall … and not just overalls mimicking‘90s 
styles, but overalls in different types of fabric (think leather and lace), and even short-alls! 
Exhibitor Eric Park of Sneak Peek noted that at first people were “afraid” of overalls, skeptical 
that they could really back in vogue. Now, however, “We’ve had a lot of people coming to us 
looking for overalls,” Park said. Expect an array of overalls being worn by fashion-forward teens 
and tweens soon.  
 
Powerful Prints >>> 

Prints were abundant at FAME. We spotted monochromatic print tops and bottoms, prints 
on cuffs and even shoes.  The trend’s ubiquity is illustrated by its presence in footwear, 
often the last fashion category to implement fads. “Footwear is expensive to manufacture, 
so often trends drip into shoes slower than in other categories,” explained Alan Kishk of 
Wanted Shoes.  “Print trends started in rubber boots, which are more inexpensive to 
produce – and then moved over to canvas,” like Toms. If the FAME aisles are truly a trend 
thermometer, funky prints have permeated just about every fashion category.  
 
We hope some of these trends are inspiration when looking to develop your next big idea! 
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close communication with TIA members to stay abreast of what’s new,  
next and cutting-edge in the toy industry and is constantly on the lookout for trends in other 
industries that will cross over to influence future playthings. 
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